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Sustainability Report





As Ei embarks on its Sustainability journey I am pleased to present our first annual Sustainability Report. The Sustainability
agenda, worldwide, has now rightly focussed on the Planet and Climate Change and given the number of climatic disasters
throughout the world in recent years, the urgency for action has never been so obvious.

I have set the Ei Electronics Group the ambitious target of being Net Zero Carbon by 2030. In some ways this is a daunting
task---however I believe it is not only achievable but is an essential contribution by this Company to the preservation of the
Planet for future generations. We will be focusing on the identification and reduction of carbon emission sources---from the
design of our products, to how we manufacture, where we source our components, our energy efficiency, transportation and
travel and waste management.  We can and must reduce the Green House Gas impact of our business.

But Sustainability is not solely about the Environment. It is also about Social Equity and Economic Development. Hence, we are
critiquing all aspects of the Ei Electronics Group as a Workplace---diversity & inclusion, learning & development, governance,
ethical business conduct etc. And we will be exploring more ways in which we can benefit the Communities in which we do
business, something which has always been part of our business philosophy. We firmly believe that a Company can only be
sustainable in a fair and equal society and in our almost 60-year history, we have lived by these principles.

Our Net Zero Carbon by 2030 goal will be a focal point of our Sustainability journey in the next 8 years and I’m asking everyone
in Shannon, and across our Global Group of Companies to play their part in making it happen.       

Mick Guinee
    

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 

With origins dating back to 1963 and ever-present in Shannon
since then, it could be said that we have proven our sustainability.

I have set the Ei Electronics Group the ambitious target of being 

Net Zero Carbon by 2030

- Mick Guinee; Chairman & CEO, Ei Electronics Group, January 2022



WHY NOW?

It's the Right
thing to do.

We wish to ensure
Ei will be around for
many years to come.

Our Employees
& Community
expect it of us.

Our Customers are
demanding it of us.

Laws & Regulations
are coming into
place that require
us to do it.



Workplace Marketplace Community

OUR 5 SUSTAINABILITY PILLARS

GovernanceEnvironment

' A great place to work ' ' Satisfied customers
and ethical suppliers '

' A professionally managed company '

' An appealing and thriving region '

' A planet with a future '

We are building our Sustainability efforts across five pillars
that span all aspects of our business:



We have aligned ourselves
to the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals - 

the UN blueprint for peace
and prosperity for people,

an the planet, now and
into the future.



Trees saved in 2021, based on
our reduced paper
consumption

Tonnes of packaging
reduced in 2021

Jobs created at our Shannon
Headquarters in the last 18 months

Donated to charities,
communities and educational
establishments in recent years

1,523

52

200+

€1m+

OUR PROGRESS SO FAR

We set up a fledgling 'Green Team' in 2020 to address some obvious
areas such as packaging and plastics reduction.

These initiatives showed very encouraging results.



On the back of the success of our Green Team in 2020 in effecting packaging and plastics reductions, efforts began in earnest
in the first quarter of 2021 to set Ei on a sustainability journey to 2030 and beyond.  Headed by Bill Doran, a steering Group
comprising Bill, Eric Duignan and Peter Murphy presented their proposals to the Senior Leadership Team in March. It was
agreed at that point that Ei would benefit from engaging outside consultants Business in the Community to assist in this
process. 

Following consultation with the Management Team from July through September, BITC presented a baseline report back to Ei
in October, focused on 5 Pillars of Sustainability; Community, Environment, Marketplace, Workplace and Governance. 

Baseline report and recommendations
presented by BITC

Scope One calculations complete.
Net Carbon Zero by 2030 Target Agreed

Interviews related to the 5 Pillars
with the Senior Management Team

October 2021

September 2021

July 2021

June 2021
Briefing Session by BITC for

Shannon Management Team

THE JOURNEY TO DATE
18 Key Initiatives Agreed

November 2021

First Sustainability Annual
Report Published

January 2022

Appointment of outside
consultants Business in the
Community (BITC) to assist Ei

May 2021

In November the Senior Leadership Team agreed 18 Key Sustainability
Initiatives across the 5 pillars, to be commenced with immediate effect. Each
initiative was assigned an owner and initial plans were presented and discussed
by the Senior Leadership Team. In parallel, discussions were commenced with
our overseas subsidiaries and key customers in an effort to become aligned
across our 2030 goal and set priorities.

At mid-year Mick Guinee kicked off the Group’s 10 Year Sustainability Strategy by
challenging Ei globally to become Net Zero Carbon by 2030. A promotional video was
put together with inputs from 20 employees across the entire Shannon Organisation
explaining what initiatives they would commence to see their specific function
becoming more sustainable. The dedicated Sustainability Website
www.sustainabilityatei.com went live in September. Work was also completed on
calculating our Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions. 

http://www.sustainabilityatei.com/


Scope One
Direct emissions from owned
or controlled sources.

Scope Two
Indirect emissions from the
generation of purchased energy.

Scope Three
All indirect emissions (not included
in scope 2) that occur in the value
chain, including both upstream and
downstream emissions.The initial calculation for Scope 1 and 2 is 0.2 kg/CO2e per device shipped (based on 10.5 million devices in

2020). It is generally accepted that our Scope 3 emissions will be a substantial portion of our overall CO2
emissions. This figure will take time to calculate as it involves the upstream and downstream activities of our many
suppliers and customers. 

At the outset we adopted the GHG Protocol's globally accepted scheme
for representing Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.

OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT 



HOW WILL WE
CALCULATE OUR
CARBON FOOTPRINT? 

Our Ten Year Sustainability
Strategy will involve measuring
and reducing carbon emissions at
every stage of the value chain.

This will involve close collaboration
with many stakeholders so we can
play a meaningful role in a truly
circular economy.



OUR SUSTAINABILITY ECOSYSTEM

Scope 3 Evaluator (Quantis)
 

Quantis provides an online Scope 3
evaluator. It is the first step in developing
an approximate value for Scope 3
emissions. Quantis was retained by the
GHG Protocol to develop this free tool to
help facilitate the adoption of the Scope 3
standard. Ei plans to use the tool to get an
initial calculation at our Scope 3
emissions, based on 2021 figures.

Science Based Targets (SBTi)
 

The Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)
drives ambitious climate action in the private
sector by enabling companies to set science-
based emissions reduction targets. Science-
based targets provide companies with a
clearly-defined path to reduce emissions in
line with the Paris Agreement goals. More
than 2,000 businesses around the world are
already working with the Science Based
Targets initiative (SBTi). 
Ei plans becoming part of this growing
network. Once we have a baseline
calculation from the Quantis Tool we can
then develop and set a in initial target and
have it submitted and validated by the SBTi.
This will provide credibility in respect to our
target. 

Lifecycle Analysis Modelling
Software (Sphera)

 
 We plan to put in place a software tool to

assist us in calculating our Scope 3
emissions along with other related
environmental data for our products.
Sphera is a tool that is currently under
investigation and this would be used by us
on an ongoing basis. 

EcoVadis helps Companies manage their
network both upstream and downstream,
either by sharing their performance with
stakeholders or monitoring the
performance of its own value chain. A
number of Ei customers are part of the
Ecovadis Ratings Network e.g. Hemmink
and Rexel. Ei has joined also and is
becoming accredited. Essentially this will
provide us a widely accepted rating tool to
enable us rate our suppliers and
customers and other stakeholders and
also enable us to be rated. 

Industry Accepted Sustainbilty
Rating  (Ecovadis)

 
 



GovernanceCommunity

Energy & Water 
Waste Management
Commuter Transport 
Freight Transport 
Packaging  
Biodiversity  
Carbon Footprint 

Each initiative has a designated owner, who reported with an action plan to the Ei Senior Leadership team in November 2021.

2021 Key Initiatives

www.SustainabilityatEi.com

In October 2021, the following key initiatives
were identified for action commencing in Q4
2021 under the Five Sustainability Pillars.

Workplace

Marketplace

Employee Handbook 
Round Table Discussions 
Employee Engagement App 
Flexible Working 
Diversity & Inclusion 
Learning & Development

Design for Sustainability  
Plastic Materials Reduction 
Supplier Portal 
Customer Relationships Policy 
Long Term Product Roadmap 

Employee Participation
& Volunteering 

Sustainability Targets 
Sustainability Reporting 
Sustainability Website 

Environment



Completed in October
2021, our Near Zero
Energy (NZEB) State of
the art Corporate
Headquarters, is helping
us reach our 2030 Goal. 

With rainwater
harvesting on site, the
building will also
facilitate the installation
of over 1.5MW of solar
panels on the plant roof
over a 2–3-year period.
This is  just one of many
projects in an effort to
help with our goal of
being Net Zero Carbon
by 2030.

Our new NZEB
Corporate Headquarters



Design for
Sustainability 

We are determined to embrace leading edge Design for
Sustainability concepts so our products can fulfil their role in a

truly circular economy. We are looking at best practice as it
applies to all aspects of the design of our products, with the aim

of enhancing customer experiences and benefiting future
generations. 



Sustainability
at Ei 



SUSTAINABILITY
VIDEO 

And I am committing the
Ei Electronics Group to
delivering sustainable jobs
in a fair and equal society.

By way of a promotional video we launched
our Sustainability Strategy, inviting employees
across a range of functions to speak about
key initiatives in their area. 

The insight from these video contributions
are acting as a key communication and
engagement tool across our social media
channels as part of a mini series.

Scan to Watch
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We are
determined to

embrace leading
edge Design for

Sustainability
concepts so our

products can fulfil
their role in a truly
circular economy. 

Already we have
invited our

suppliers to join us
on our ambitious

sustainability
journey, to be net

zero carbon by
2030.

 
The hardest part of

this process was
the start and I think
we're off to a very

good start.

Learning,
development and

upskilling have
always been at the

core of our
Company culture,

and I think this
philosophy will be

key to maintaining a
sustainable

workplace into the
future

As an accredited
ISO45001 site,
Environmental

Health and Safety
will be an integral

part of our long
term Sustainability

strategy. 

We have already
started to work

with our
packaging

suppliers to
reduce plastic

use and increase
the use of
recyclable

material

Of course our
sustainability

journey extends far
beyond our

manufacturing
operations, and
impacts and is

impacted by our
customers – in 30

countries
worldwide.

We’re proud to
be able to

support and
develop our

region through
various projects
under the pillars

of education,
sport and

community

We have a history
of long service

and loyalty
amongst our

employees, but
this can never be
taken for granted.

Attracting and
retaining the right
employees is key

to maintaining
sustainable

business into the
future.

David Hannick Paul Kilbridge Leanne Wright Mike Rainsford Peter Murphy Stephanie McMahon Kevin Quinn Bill Doran

Our suppliers will
be awarded with a
green pass when
they achieve the
least amount of

packaging
possible. This will
become part of

our supplier
performance

evaluation
process

Imelda Duffy

Senior Mechanical
Design Engineer

NPI & Manufacturing
Manager

Marketing Executive Buyer Strategic Business
Development Manager

Product Support
Specialist

Head of Manufacturing Materials Manager Senior Buyer



We have
completed our
Scope 1 and 2

calculations for
that year, so the
challenge now is
to identify where

we can best
effect reductions
to meet our 2030

targets

Our production
operators will be
an integral part of
identifying more
innovative and

environmentally
friendly

approaches to
their daily

product assembly
tasks

Whilst virtual
meetings

became the
norm during the
pandemic, we
now have the
opportunity to

significantly
rethink how best

to return to a
balanced and

more
sustainable

travel regime for
our executives in

the future.    
 

Our finance
department is

currently looking
to undergo a

significant digital
transformation
and move from
paper based to

electronic
formats. 

Located in an
unspoilt area on

Ireland’s Western
seaboard puts us in
an ideal position to

develop a really
imaginative
biodiversity

strategy. 

With a total
Campus size of 14

Acres, four
buildings, and
over eleven

hundred staff, we
can make a huge

sustainability
statement by

striving to take a
leadership

position in this
region in how we

develop and
manage our

facilities.

A sustainable
workplace is one

which nurtures and
supports that

culture of inclusion,
diversity and

respect

As we transition to
cloud based

solutions, our IT
infrastructure will
be an integral part

of building a
sustainable

business into the
future

A sustainable
manufacturing

philosophy is one
that never

compromised on
quality and for Ei,
this is reflected in

the near zero
failure rates, of our

products, in the
field.

Sam McCarthy Gomez Barry Loughnane Mary Duggan Eric Duignan Mairead McMahon Catherine Coughlan Tina Talty Fiona Cosgrove David Keating
Customer
Technical Support

Production Supervisor Reception
Supervisor/Admin

Commercial Product
Manager

Accounts Assistant HR & Payroll Manager IT Manager Production Supervisor Facilities Manager

On our journey to Net
Zero Carbon, the
Quality team will

work hand in hand
with he different

departments in Ei
to maintain the
highest quality

standards for our
products in the
marketplace.

Barry O'Donnell

Q.C. Manager



+1K Users
Since launched, we have had over 1,ooo
visitors interacting with the site.

400+ Monthly Visitors
On average, over 400 users visit the site
each month.

www.sustainabilityatei.com

Our Sustainability
Website
Launched in October 2021, our Sustainability focused
website is built around our 5 pillars. This acts as a key
communication tool for all our sustainability initiatives in
each area, as well as showcasing engaging video
content and reporting on our progress and strategy.

Website Performance 
Data Recorded: 1st Nov 2021 - Dec 31st 2021



Explore all of our
Sustainability Projects

www.sustainabilityatei.com/projects

A key part of the site is
reporting on projects,
both large and small

under each pillar. 

Ei Electronics wins
Business in the

Community Award



Our Supplier Portal

In 2021 we commenced the development of a
Portal to assist in the better management of our
Global Supplier base. 

In addition to providing our own procurement team
with much improved real-time data, it will also
assist in aligning our suppliers with Ei’s
sustainability objectives.

Suppliers will have access to a personalised
dashboard, showing them specific objectives,
targets and metrics aimed at guiding them on their
journey to achieving a Green Pass as an Ei supplier. 

We will be assessing and rating our suppliers
based on criteria such as environment, ethics,
labour & human rights, and sustainable
procurement. 



OUR SUBSIDIARIES
Our subsidiaries have aligned themselves to the Group Goal to become Net Zero Carbon by
2030. They will also be building further initiatives in around the UN 17 Sustainable
Development Goals and Ei's 5 Sustainability Pillars.

They will focus on the downstream activities in their respective markets. This will involve
initiatives focused on their own operations and their distribution channels. They will also be
addressing the critical elements of recycling and reuse, so our products can fulfil their role
on a truly circular economy.

.        Ireland        .        UK        .        Germany        .        France        .        Poland        .        USA       .



AN EYE TO THE FUTURE:
FLAGSHIP PROJECTS
Consistent with our long-established ethos of giving back to
our local Communities, we have set the objective of becoming
a sustainability leader in our region. 

In our drive to reach Net Zero Carbon by 2030 we recognise
the fact that there will be inevitable residual elements of our
carbon footprint that we will need to offset. This will pertain
primarily to Scope 3 emissions. 

Our declared preference is to identify projects that will
contribute to this end by direct carbon capture and reduction. 

We are currently at the exploratory stage in identifying a
number of flagship projects that over the coming years will
assist in meeting the twin objectives of Carbon Capture and
Reduction and Regional Enhancement.



We are currently at the exploratory stage with a number of potential projects: 

TOWARDS A GREENER, MORE SUSTAINABLE REGION.

Solar & Wind Energy Farms 
 

The West Coast of Ireland provides a very favourable
location for both on and off shore wind energy
generation. We are currently investigating possible
locations with a view to investing in a wind energy
project, either in the immediate vicinity of our Shannon
Headquarters or within the region. In addition to the
established objective of expanding the solar coverage
within the Shannon Campus, we are also investigating
the opportunity to create a more expansive solar farm
ether locally or elsewhere in the region. This could be
co-located with the wind farm if a suitable location
could be identified. 

Woodland Establishment & Biodiversity

Woodland establishment is one of the most efficient
methods to capture and store carbon. Having recognised
the great benefits forestry brings in general and to local
communities in particular, we are now actively
investigating potential sites of scale in the region. 
As part of any wind, solar or woodland project, we are
mindful also of the potential to develop a site that would
also act as an amenity for the local community, by way of
walkways, and biodiversity. 

Power Purchase Agreements

A power purchase agreement (PPA) would involve a
contractual arrangement between Ei Electronics and
an independent renewable energy generator. This
type of arrangement would guarantee that the grid
electricity purchased by Ei is 100% green / renewable
energy.  The benefit to Ei is that it would provide
certainty in establishing our green credentials related
to our energy supply. We are exploring this
opportunity as a solution to ensuring a sustainable
source of green energy into the future.   





CONTACT
US
For any queries about the contents of this
report, please reach out.

Sustainability@eielectronics.com

(+353) 061 471 277
Call us now


